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stakeholders' can' take' to' promote' equitable' access' to' highaquality' learning' opportunities' for' all' of'
Durham’s'students.'
'






Led'by'a'neutral' facilitator,' the' taskforce'would' form'subcommittees' to'study'key' topics' that'are'of'
interest'and'concern'among'Durham’s'education'community.'By' the'end'of' the'10amonth'taskforce,'
each' subcommittee' would' have' a' set' of' recommendations' for' actions' that' could' be' taken' at' DPS,'




the' school' district' and' charter' schools.' Engaging' in' a' taskforce' also' positions' leaders' to' maximize'
operational'efficiencies'and'enhance'knowledge'across' schools'by' sharing'expertise'and'engaging' in'




















































that' face' the' entire' Durham' community' and' which' require' action' from' a' wide' range' of' actors.''
Therefore,' these' documents' are' framed' to' address' and' serve' the' broad' community' of' Durham’s'
education'leaders'and'stakeholders.'
'
This" report" was" created" to" complete" the"Master’s" Project" requirement" at" Duke" University’s" Sanford"













stakeholders$ can$ take$ to$ promote$ equitable$ access$ to$ high?quality$ learning$ opportunities$ for$ all$
students?$!
'
The' research' for' this' report' was' conducted' from' August' 2013' through' April' 2014.' The'




nonapeer' reviewed' sources' such' as' newspaper' articles' and' reports' from' think' tanks' and' research'
organizations.' ' This' reflects' the' available' sources' of' information' on' the' topic' of' districtacharter'




Thirtyaone' people'were' interviewed' for' this' report' (see'Appendix" 1:" Interview" List).' Interviews'with'
people'who'live'in'Durham'or'Raleigh'were'conducted'in'person;'all'other'interviews'were'conducted'
by' phone.' The' interviews' were' conducted' using' an' interview' protocol' (and" Appendix" 2:" Interview"
Protocols).' The' recommendations' contained' in' the' report' represent' a' synthesis' of' key' themes' and'
trends'that'emerged'from'these'interviews.'
'


















Durham’s! school! leaders,! educators,! parents! and! community! advocates! have! a! pervasive! desire! to!
improve! educational! opportunities! for! all! children.! However,! these! groups! have! historically! been!
splintered!because!of!their!differing!opinions!around!how!to!best!provide!education!and!state!charter!
school!legislation!that!is!rooted!in!competition!rather!than!collaboration.!Every!day!that!passes!where!






Durham! County! is! facing! changes! as! school! choice! expands! and! the!
community! aspires! to! increase! focus! on! school! quality.! This! time! of!
change! brings! uncertainty! and! tension! but! it! also! presents! an!




Durham'is' in' the'midst'of'a'shifting'education' landscape.! !Charters!currently!educate!about!12%!of!
Durham’s! students1!and! the!number!of! charters! is!expected! to!expand! in! the!coming!years.! !People!
throughout! the! community! recognize! that! parents!want! school! choice! and! that! charter! schools!will!







and! charter! school! leaders.! The! Chair! of! the!DPS! Board! of! Education! (BOE),! Heidi! Carter,! has!made!
clear! her! concerns! that! charter! schools! drive! school! segregation.3! There! is! a!widespread! perception!
among!charter!school!leaders!and!community!members!that!the!Durham!School!Board!has!a!strongly!




sector! and! the! charter! school! sector! express! concern! that! the! animosity! that! exists! between! them!
inhibits! progress! toward! improving! education! countywide.! There! is! widespread! consensus! that! the!
quality! of! education! provided! within! both! sectors! would! improve! from! greater! accountability! for!
school! performance! and! increased! focus!on!drivers! of! school! improvement.!Many! stakeholders! also!
express! concern! that! charter! expansion!will! increase! segregation! in!Durham’s! schools.! ! Additionally,!



























longPstanding! tensions!and! join! together! to! focus!on!what! is!best! for! kids.!Many!people! throughout!
Durham,!from!DPS!to!charter!schools!to!the!county!government,!express!the!desire!to!see!all!schools!





sectors.! This! strategy! document! provides! recommendations! for! the! immediate! next! steps! that!












table.! Inviting! participation! from! a!wide! breadth! of! community! stakeholders! is! a! best! practice! from!
other!cities!that!have!pursued!a!similar!strategy.!Community!stakeholders!could!include!people!such!as!




























1. Transform! systems! and! incentive! structures! from! ones! that! foster! adversarial! competition! to!
structures!that!promote!productive!and!efficient!collaboration.!
!




















! Increase! school! quality! DurhamPwide! by! fostering! a! common! vision! of! excellence! and! shared!
accountability!for!all!students!that!spans!across!school!sectors!
! Improve! the!quality!of! resources!available! to!all!Durham!teachers!and!school! leaders!by!utilizing!
the!expertise!and!resources!of!different!stakeholders!


















work! efficiently! and! maximize! resources.! The! subcommittee! groups! could! report! back! to! the! full!





















A! group! called! the! Durham! Educational! Opportunity! Taskforce! spends! ten! months! studying! the!




force,! school! boards,! nonPprofit! sector! and! business! sector! to! identify! the! best! ways! in! which! the!
community! can! work! together! to! improve! educational! opportunities! available! to! all! students.! ! A!
dynamic!and!representative!taskforce!would!likely!aim!to!include!expertise!on!specific!challenges!and!
capabilities!of!district! and! charter! schools,! a!high! level!of! knowledge!about!North!Carolina’s! current!
charter!school!legislation!and!the!avenues!through!which!legislative!change!can!be!successful.!
!




Opinions! in! the! community! about! the! best! way! to! approach! education! are! varied! and! at! times!
oppositional.! However,! there! exists! across! all! sectors! a! pervasive! desire! to! improve! educational!
opportunities! for! all! of! Durham’s! children.! ! In! order! to! overcome! tensions! and! build! trust! across!
stakeholders!it!is!critical!to!provide!a!neutral!space!for!everyone!to!express!their!perspectives.!!Cities!
that!have!formed!a!taskforce!that!brings!together!disparate!education!sectors!contend!that!its!greatest!
benefits! are! breaking! down! hostilities,! correcting! misperceptions! across! stakeholders! and! building!
trust.!
!

















the! new! Superintendent! is! expected! to! be! in! place! to! begin! the! 2014P15! academic! year.!While! the!
perspective! and!buyPin! from! the! future! Superintendent!will! be! critical! to! the!work!of! this! taskforce,!
current! leadership! in! the! community! may! want! to! pursue! a! districtPcharter! taskforce! before! a! the!
Superintendent! hire! is!made.!Many! people! consulted! for! this! report! agree! that! now! is! the! time! to!




There! is! ample! leadership! with! the! Interim! Superintendent,! other! DPS! senior! staff! and! community!
leaders! to!step!up!and! instigate!these!efforts.!People!consulted! for! this! report!made!suggestions! for!
people!or!organizations!that!would!be!strong!leaders!of!a!districtPcharter!taskforce;!the!most!common!




Identifying! a! skilled! and! neutral! facilitator! is! critical! to! the! taskforce’s! success.! Local! stakeholders,!

















The! primary! funding! needs! of! a! taskforce! are! for! costs! for! the! convenings! such! as! space,! food! at!
meetings! and!materials! (e.g.,! printing,! paper! and! pens).!Many! of! these! costs,! especially! space,! can!
often!be!secured!by!donation.!There!could!potentially!also!be!costs!for!a!facilitator!and/or!mediator.!If!
















Durham! has! a! robust! nonPprofit! sector! that! may! be! willing! to! provide! funds! to! support! this! work.!!





1. Transform!the!systems!and! incentive! structures! from!ones! that! foster!adversarial! competition! to!
structures!that!promote!productive!and!efficient!collaboration.!
!
2. Identify! the! mechanisms! through! which! education! and! community! leaders! can! promote! highP
quality!learning!opportunities!that!are!equally!accessible!to!all!students.!
!
3. Make! recommendations! to! the! General! Assembly! for! improvements! to! N.C.’s! current! charter!
school!legislation!and!oversight!procedures.!
!
The! result! of! the! taskforce’s! 10!months! of!work!will! be! a! set! of! recommendations! for! actions! that!




Specific.! The! recommendation! clearly! describes! an! action! to! be! taken! and! which! actors! are!











































































the! group! convenes.! ! Each! subcommittee!will! represent! a! range! of! perspectives! and! expertise.! It! is!




















By! the! end! of! the! study! period,! each! subcommittee! will! provide! recommendations! for! how!


















in! conversations!with! stakeholders! about! performance.! Experts! agree! that! having! a! common! school!
performance! framework! that! allows!parents! to!discern!which! schools,!district! and! charter,! are!highP
performing! is! the!most! important! factor! in! improving! the! quality! of! education! district! wide.! ! Cities!
!
10"
around! the! country! are! increasingly! adopting! a! common! accountability! framework! that! holds! all!
schools!to!the!same!standard.!Local!leaders!agree!that!Durham!needs!a!common!definition!of!what!is!
high! quality! and! accessible.! In! addition! to! data! from! high! stakes! standardized! testing,! school!
performance! measures! typically! include! a! qualitative! measures! that! reflect! shared! values! of! the!
Durham! community! (e.g.,! attendance,! principal! observations,! student! surveys,! attrition,! discipline,!
extracurricular!activities).!
!





is! critical! that! the! system! incentivizes! schools! that!meet! district!
needs.! Stakeholders! across! the! community! echo! the! need! for!
charter!schools!to!serve!a!specific!purpose!and!help!improve!the!
options!available!to!families!rather!to!creating!redundant!services.!
There! are! opportunities! for! the! district! to! increase! its! influence!
over!the!type!of!charter!schools!that!open!in!Durham.!!
!
Conversations!with!many!people! around! the! community!who! strongly! support! charters! have! shown!
that!they!also!want!the!district!to!help!them!foster!a!charter!network!that!better!meets!district!needs.!

















Ensuring! that! all! students! in!Durham!have! equitable! access! to! every! publicly! funded! school! is! often!
cited!as!one!of!the!greatest!challenges!facing!Durham’s!education!landscape!today.!!There!is!growing!


























students.! By! not! providing! these! services! a! charter! creates! large! barriers! to! serving! highPneeds!
populations.!Because!of!scale,!those!charters!that!do!provide!these!services!incur!costs!that!are!much!
higher!than!those!faced!by!the!district.!Another!barrier!to!admission!can!be!the!translation!of!charter!
school!marketing!materials! and!applications! into! Spanish!and!outreach! into! lowPwealth!areas!of! the!
community.!
!
Example* action:! Shared! transportation! and! meal! contracts! between! the! district! and! charters! could!






The! taskforce! may! also! find! there! are! statePlevel! policy! changes! they! want! to! advocate! for.! For!
example,!changes!to!how!charters!conduct!their!lotteries!or!offer!sibling!preference!are!mandated!at!











Discussions! in! this! subcommittee! could! help! each! sector! understand! the! challenges! around! funding!
and!transparency!that!the!other!faces.!!By!better!understanding!the!unique!challenges!of!each!actor,!
the! groups! can! better! work! together! to! identify! which! systems! could! be! reformed! to! better! serve!












Example*action:! If! the!district!wants! charter! schools! to!enroll!more! special! education! students,! they!




The! foundational! premise! of! charter! schools! is! that! they! can! serve! as! laboratories! of! innovation,!
creating! successful! classroom!and! schoolPlevel! efforts! that! benefit! student! learning.! The! goal! is! that!
these!innovations!can!then!inform!the!practices!of!schools!across!the!district!and!benefit!all!children.!!
!
Additionally,! fostering! the! success! of! all! schools! will! utilize! district!
expertise! toward! improving! charter! schools.! However,! people! across!
Durham! acknowledge! that! there! is! little! to! no! sharing! across! district!
and!charter!schools.!This!is!largely!a!result!of!district!and!charter!school!
leaders! seeing! each! other! as! adversarial! competitors! rather! than!
collaborative!partners!working!toward!a!common!goal.!Leaders!across!
















Inefficient! allocation! of! resources! inevitably! persists! in! a! system!where! two! education! sectors! exist!






schools! to! have! shared! transportation! and!meal! contracts.! !While! another! subcommittee!will! study!
how! efforts! such! as! shared! contracts! could! affect! equity! of! access,! this! group! will! study! how! the!



















The! collaborative! actions! analyzed! in! this! section!were! selected!based!on! research!of!best!practices!
nationPwide!and!extensive!interviews!with!Durham!stakeholders!about!the!local!needs!and!context.!In!
interviews,! people!who!have! pursued! collaborative! efforts! in! other! cities! discussed! the! process! and!
content!of!their!efforts,!the!impact!of!those!efforts!and!how!the!local!context!affected!the!process!and!
implementation.! In! other! interviews,! local! stakeholders! identified! the! greatest! needs! for! Durham’s!
education! landscape,! the! key! tensions! in! need! of! resolution,! the! need! for! improvements! to! North!
Carolina’s!charter!school!legislation!and!policies,!and!how!the!local!context!and!political!climate!could!
affect! viable! implementation! of! various! collaborative! efforts.! The! analysis! provided! here! matches!
strategies! from!other! cities!with! the! local! need!and! context!of!Durham.! The! content! is! informed!by!
both!extensive!interviews!as!well!as!academic!research.!!!!
!
All! of! the! collaborative! actions! analyzed! here! were! selected! because! they! rose! to! the! top! in!
conversations! around! the! right! actions! for! Durham! to! consider.! Research! suggests! that! all! of! these!
could! benefit! Durham! but! they! vary! in! their! scope! of! impact! and! feasibility! for! implementation.! A!




several! years,! given! the! adequate! leadership! and! stakeholder! commitment.! Some! efforts,! such! as!
shared!professional!development,!could!be!relatively!easy!“quickPwins”!while!others,!such!as!a!school!










Increases' school' quality.! A! strong! collaborative! action! will! be! aimed! at! increasing! school! quality!













































District! leaders,! charter! leaders! and! other! stakeholders! and! experts! in! Durham! express! a! strong!
interest! in! pursuing! shared! transportation! and! meal! contracts.! ! Charter! leaders! are! especially!
enthusiastic!about!participating!in!transportation!contracts.!Shared!transportation!and!meal!contracts!





























buses! that!might! not! pass! comply!with! state! regulations! for! school! districts.! Shared! contracts! could!
improve!student!safety!and!provide!significant!cost!savings!to!charters!that!provide!transportation.!!It!
could!also! incentivize!charter!schools! that!do!not!currently!provide!transportation!to!do!so.!Because!
school! districts! have! large! transportation! contracts! and! fleets! of! busses,! the! per! pupil! cost! of!
transportation!is!almost!always!significantly!lower!than!the!transportation!costs!faced!by!charters.!!!
!
The! extremely! high! cost! of! providing! transportation! detracts! from! funds! that! charter! schools! could!
otherwise!put!toward!efforts!more!directly!aimed!at!educational!quality!(e.g.,!classroom!instruction).!!
By!reducing!the!financial!burden!of!transportation!and!meal!contracts!on!charters,!and!creating!a!new!
revenue!stream!to! the!district,! the!county’s!schools!will!more!efficiently!utilize! resources.!This!could!
































for! sharing!PD!opportunities!across! sectors.!However,! there! could!be!political! challenges! to!opening!
district! resources! such! as! professional! development! to! charter! schools.! There! are! people!within! the!
school!district!and!public!school!community!who!oppose!charter!schools!and!will!not!be!welcoming!of!
the! inclusionary!practices.!Thus,! it! is!critical!that! leaders!within!the!school!district!and!charter!school!




Different! schools! and! education! sectors! have! different!
strengths.!While!one!sector!may!have!strong!teacher!training!in!
educating!special!education!students!another!sector!may!have!a!
strong! new! teacherPtraining! program.! Individual! schools! could!
also! be! displaying! excellence! in! innovative! projects! such! as! a!
projectPbased! learning! classroom.! By! fostering! a! district! wide!
culture!of!shared!learning!and!access!to!trainings,!school!leaders!
are! demonstrating! their! commitment! to! continually! learning!
and!improving!in!order!to!do!what!is!best!for!kids.!!!
!





Not!all!of! the!district!or! charter!PD!and!other! trainings!will! be!appropriate! for! the!other! sector.! For!
example,!a!charter!school!may!have!a!new!teacherPtraining!program!that! is! strong!but! is! specifically!































! Common!dates!across!all!participating! schools!are!established! for!application! submission!and!
match!announcements.!!
! Families!submit!one!application!form!that!lists!their!school!preferences!for!any!publicly!funded!






















funders.! A! Duke! economist,! Atila! Abdulkadiroglu,! serves! as! the! Board! Director! of! IIPSC.! He! has!
expressed!a!strong!desire!to!consult!with!this!Durham!taskforce!on!common!enrollment!systems.!He!




system.! A! charter! school! that! aims! to! enroll! a! certain! demographic! of! student! may! not! want! to!




Some! families!may! initially!oppose!a! centralized!enrollment! system.!Parents! that!are!accustomed! to!
utilizing! their! resources! to! apply! to!multiple! schools!of! choice! could!be! frustrated!by!a! systemPwide!
change!that!feels!like!it!takes!away!the!advantage!they!have!over!families!that!do!not!invest!the!same!












Conversations!with! local! stakeholders! reveal! a! strong! interest! in! a! common!enrollment! system.! It! is!









resources! (time! and! information)! to! learn! about! all! of! the! school! options,! navigate! different!
application!processes,!and! fill!out!multiple!school!applications.!A!common!enrollment!system!
eliminates!these!barriers!to!access.!Additionally,!a!centralized!school!assignment!process!takes!
lotteries! out! of! the! hands! of! individual! schools.! Overall,! there! is! broad! consensus! that! a!
common!enrollment!system!levels!the!playing!field!and!increases!equity!of!access.!
!
! Helps* reduce* the*burden*on* families*by* streamlining* the*application*processes.!Families!can!
significantly! benefit! from! a! clearer! and! streamlined! school! assignment! process.! Parents!
citywide!now!have!one!application,!one!deadline!and!one!match.!!This!can!reduce!the!burden!
on! parents! and! equalize! the! process! across! families.! It!will! also! appeal! to! parents! that! have!
been!frustrated!by!a!lack!of!success!in!the!traditional!lottery!system.!
!
! School* assignments* can* reflect* community* wide* priorities* and* needs.! In! designing! the!
matching!process,!the!participating!schools!can!decide!on!preferences!that!drive!the!matching!




! Helps* schools* forecast* enrollment.!A!centralized!enrollment!process!allows!schools! to!known!
their!enrollment!much!earlier! than! the! current! system.!Currently,! students! can!hold!multiple!
offers!to!charters!and!the!school!does!not!know!which!students!they!will!actually!have!in!the!













While! streamlining! and! centralizing! enrollment! processes! can! eliminate! one! important! barrier! to!
children’s!equitable!access!to!schools,! it!does!not!remove!all!barriers.!Other! important! factors!affect!
equity!of!access,!such!as!families’!access!to!reliable!information!about!school!quality.!
!
It! is! critically! important! that! leaders! from! both! sectors! communicate! the! benefits! of! a! common!
enrollment!system!to!families.!They!can!be!honest!with!families!about!some!of!the!things!that!they!are!
giving!up,!such!as!the!possibility!of!being!able!to!hold!multiple!offers!from!charters!and!deliberate!their!







The! district! makes! available! access! to! services! that! charters! identify! a! need! for,! such! as! special!
education! services! and! Durham’s! Safe! School! program.! These! are! services! and! resources! that! the!




































!School! leaders! (e.g.,! middle! school! principals)! form! working! groups! that! have! onPgoing! regular!
meetings! to! discuss! common! challenges! and! share! best! practices.! The! frequency! and! structure! of!
meetings!depends!on!the!needs!of!the!participants.!Some!levels!of!working!groups!may!meet!once!a!














need! to! secure! a! space! for! regular! meetings.! Finding! a! regular! time! and! holding! school! leaders!
accountable! for! attending! could! also! be! challenging.! The! success! of! these! pieces! will! rely! on!
participants!feeling! like!the!meeting!times!produce!meaningful!conversations!that!help!them!in!their!
jobs.! DPS! has! experience! creating! a!model! of! professional! learning! communities! to! varying! success.!
Learning!about!how!these!experiences!have!been!successful!or!challenging!could!help!inform!a!similar!





School! leader!working!groups!can! strengthen!all!of!Durham’s! schools!by!creating!an!opportunity! for!
school! leaders! to!share!knowledge!and!expertise.!School! leaders! face!many!common!challenges!and!
are! gaining! valuable! knowledge! every! day! as! they! run! their! schools.! Yet,! school! leaders! very! rarely!
interact! and! in! the! case! of! crossPsector! leaders! they!may! never! interact.! This! is! currently! a!missed!
opportunity!that!could!be!remedied!by!increased!collaboration.!School!leaders!could!learn!from!each!
other’s! expertise! around! everything! from! delivering! effective! teacher! feedback! to! administrative!
challenges!around!running!a!school.!!
!





































































one! of! adversarial! competition! to! one! of! a! network! of! schools! with! a! shared! mission! of! providing!
excellent!educational!opportunities.!!
!
There! are! several! actions! that! local! stakeholders! interviewed! for! this! report! identified! as! being!
important!to!creating!positive!change!but!which!require!statePlevel!action.!Presenting!a!unified!voice!of!





If! the! feasibility! and! implementation! challenges! could! be! overcome,! the! buyPin! for! this!work!would!
likely!be!high!as! it!pursues!mutual!goals.! If! the!stakeholders!were!not!able!to!come!to!consensus!on!







A! school! performance! framework! (SPF)! provides! a! comparable! and! consistent! way! to!measure! the!























Designing! a! SPF! would! require! an! investment! of! time! and! resources! from! the! district! and! charter!
schools.!The!scope!of!the!work!would!depend!on!the!goals!of!Durham’s!SPF!and!whether!leaders!could!
identify!a!similar!model!used!elsewhere!that!could!easily!be!adapted!for!Durham.!If!district!leaders!are!
















Though! SPF’s! exist! in! many! cities! nationwide,! there! are! myriad! challenges! that! education! leaders!




School! leaders! could! feel! concerned! that! the! SPF!will! not! accurately! assess! their! school! or! provide!













































































































































































































Leaders' from' both' Durham' Public' Schools' and' Durham' charter' schools' interviewed' for' this' report'
reflected'similar'perspectives'that'the'community'is'currently'at'a'crossroads.'Given'recent'changes'in'




DPS' and' many' Durham' charter' schools' share' similar' concerns' about' potential' negative' effects' of'
uninhibited'charter'growth.'Similarly,'community'members'and'education'leaders'interviewed'for'this'
report'voiced'concerns' that'a' lack'of'cooperative'action'between'district'and'charter'schools'misses'




educational'opportunities'across'all' schools.' Forging'a' taskforce' that' takes'advantage'of' the'diverse'




































































































































































The' people' interviewed' for' this' report' represent' a' wide' range' of' perspectives,' experiences' and'
expertise.'The'interviewees'represented'three'categories'of'perspectives:'* *
! Category! 1:! Local' Durham' school' district' leaders,' charter' school' leaders' and' community'
stakeholders'''''''(12*interviews)'
'








client' for' this' project' (along' with' Natalie' Beyer);' Carter' was' not' included' on' this' list' of'
interviews'but'her'perspective'and'input'is'drawn'upon'throughout'the'report.'
'
' '
'
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Appendix!2:!Interview!Protocols!'
Protocol!for!Category!1:!Local!Durham!school!district!leaders,!charter!school!leaders!and!community!
stakeholders!
'
1.'Have'you'seen'the'role'of'charter'schools'in'Durham/NC'change'over'time?'
'
' Follow*up:'What'has'brought'about'these'changes?'
' Follow*up:'What'have'been'the'impacts'of'these'changes?'
' For*school*leaders:*Do'you'ever'communicate'with'leaders'from'the'district/charters?'
'
2.'What'do'you'think'is'the'role'of'charter'schools'in'Durham/NC?'
'
' Follow*up:'Why'do'you'think'families'choose'to'attend'charter'schools?'
'
3.'What'do'you'think'are'the'motivations'of'charter'school'leaders?'What'are'their'goals?'
'
' Follow*up:'Are'there'things'that'are'inhibiting'them'from'reaching'their'goals?'
'
4.'What'do'you'think'are'the'motivations'of'DPS'leaders?'What'are'their'goals?'
'
' Follow*up:'Are'there'things'that'are'inhibiting'them'from'reaching'their'goals?'
'
5.'How'would'you'characterize'the'relationship'between'DPS'and'the'local'charters?'
'
' Follow*up:'What'factors'have'helped'create'this'dynamic?'
'
6.'Can'you'imagine'any'ways'in'which'the'district'and'charters'might'collaborate?'
'
' Follow*up:'Do'you'think'there'would'be'any'challenges'to'forging'collaborations?'
' Follow*up:'What'do'you'think'would'help'set'up'collaborations'for'success?''
'
7.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'would'be'more'or'less'appealing'to'DPS?'
'
8.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'would'be'more'or'less'appealing'to'charters?'
'
9.'Do'you'think'the'district'would'have'any'concerns'about'collaborating'with'charters?'
*
10.'Do'you'think'the'charters'would'have'any'concerns'about'collaborating'with'the'district?'
'
11.'Do'you'think'collaborations'could'be'effective'if'they'only'involved'some'charters?'
'
' Follow*up:'Which'charters'do'you'think'would'be'the'most'effective'partners?'Why?'
'
12.'Are'there'any'other'things'you'think'I'should'be'considering'that'I'haven’t'asked'about?''Who'else'
should'I'talk'to'(maybe'with'a'different'perspective)?''Do'you'have'any'materials'to'share?'
'
'
'
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Protocol!for!Category!2:!Academic!researchers!and!other!experts!on!education!and!districtGcharter!
collaboration'''''''''!
'
1.'How'would'you'characterize'the'traditional'relationship'between'districts'and'charters?'
*
Follow*up:'What'factors'do'you'think'have'contributed'to'this'dynamic?'
Follow*up:'Have'you'seen'this'dynamic'look'different'in'any'districts?''Why?'
'
2.'Do'you'think'that'there'are'effective'ways'that'a'district'and'charters'can'collaborate?'
'
Follow*up:''What'do'you'see'as'the'potential'impacts'of'collaborations?'
'
3.'What'are'some'methods'of'collaboration'that'a'district'and'charters'can'pursue?'
'
Follow*up:'Are'there'any'of'these'that'you'think'may'be'more'effective'than'others?*
Follow*up:'What'factors'help'make'some'of'these'more'or'less'feasible?''
'
4.'Have'you'seen'any'positive'or'negative'impacts'as'a'result'of'collaborations?'What'are'they?'
'
5.'What'is'the'incentive'for'districts'to'pursue'collaborations?'
'
Follow*up:'Are'there'certain'factors'(e.g.,'political,'legal)'that'make'them'more/less'willing?'
'
6.'What'is'the'incentive'for'charters'to'pursue'collaborations?'
'
Follow*up:'Are'there'certain'factors'(e.g.,'political,'legal)'that'make'them'more/less'willing?'
'
7.'What'do'you'see'as'the'possible'areas'of'concern'for'districts'in'collaborating?'
'
8.'What'do'you'see'as'the'possible'areas'of'concern'for'charters'in'collaborating?'
'
9.'What'are'some'of'the'greatest'challenges'to'forging'and'implementing'collaborations?'
'
10.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'are'more'or'less'appealing'to'districts?'
'
11.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'are'more'or'less'appealing'to'charters?'
'
12.'Are'there'any'other'things'you'think'I'should'be'considering'that'I'haven’t'asked'about?''
Who'else'should'I'talk'to'(maybe'with'a'different'perspective)?''Do'you'have'any'materials'to'
share?'
'
'
'
'
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Protocol!for!Category!3:!School!district!and!charter!school!leaders!and!education!nonGprofit!sector!
advisers!from!across!the!country!(all!nonGlocal)!who!have!experience!creating!and!implementing!
collaborative!actions!between!school!districts!and!charter!schools!
'
1.'In'what'ways'has'your'district/school'collaborated'with'area'districts/charters?'
'
Follow*up:'What'was'your'role'in'those'efforts?'
Follow*up:'What'was'the'impetus'for'pursuing'these'collaborations?''
'
2.'What'was/is'the'framework'for'collaboration'that'you'have'pursued?''(e.g.,'compact)'
'
' Follow*up:'Why'did'you'choose'this'framework?''Did'you'rely'on'any'research?'
' Follow*up:'Why'did'you'not'choose'other'frameworks?'''
'
3.'Have'you'seen'any'positive'or'negative'impacts'as'a'result'of'these'collaborations?'
'
4.'What'helped'make'some'aspects'of'the'collaborative'efforts'more'successful'than'others?'
'
5.'What'were'some'of'the'greatest'challenges'to'forging'and'implementing'collaborations?'
'
6.'Are'there'benefits'of'collaboration'for'districts?'If'so,'what'are'they?''
'
7.'Are'there'benefits'of'collaboration'for'charters?'?'If'so,'what'are'they?''
'
8.'What'do'you'see'as'the'possible'areas'of'concern'for'districts'in'collaborating?'
'
9.'What'do'you'see'as'the'possible'areas'of'concern'for'charters'in'collaborating?'
'
10.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'are'more'or'less'appealing'to'districts?'
'
11.'Are'there'certain'methods'of'collaboration'that'are'more'or'less'appealing'to'charters?'
'
12.'Are'there'any'other'things'you'think'I'should'be'considering'that'I'haven’t'asked'about?'''Who'else'
should'I'talk'to'(maybe'with'a'different'perspective)?''Do'you'have'any'materials'to'share?'
' '
'
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Appendix!3:!Literature!Review!!
This*research*includes*a*combination*of*peer*reviewed*academic*literature*and*nonMpeer*reviewed*
sources*such*as*newspaper*articles*and*reports*from*think*tanks*and*research*organizations.**This*
reflects*the*available*sources*of*information*on*the*topic*of*districtMcharter*collaborations.**This*topic*is*
still*largely*lacking*academic*sources*so*there*is*a*heavy*reliance*on*reports*and*news*articles.*
'
HISTORICAL*PERSPECTIVE*OF*DISTRICT0CHARTER*RELATIONSHIPS*
The'relationships'between'school'district'and'charter'school'leaders'have'largely'been'
characterized'by'mistrust'and'animosity'since'the'inception'of'charters'in'the'early'1990s'(Kirst,'2006).''
The'fundamental'purpose'of'charter'schools'sets'them'up'to'be'in'direct'competition'with'the'school'
district.''One'of'the'central'principles'of'charter'schools'is'that'they'drive'innovation'and'quality'
through'competition'with'district'schools.'In'a'climate'of'school'choice,'districts'and'charter'schools'
are'essentially'competing'for'students'and'the'funding'that'follows'students.''Increased'choice'allows'
families'to'“vote'with'their'feet”'and'choose'the'school'that'most'appeals'to'them.''School'choice'
advocates'contend'that'this'element'of'competition'has'the'potential'to'improve'the'performance'of'
all'schools'by'spurring'innovation'and'driving'quality'as'district'and'charter'schools'work'to'attract'
students'(Arsen'&'Ni,'2011;'Hanushek,'Kain,'Rivkin,'&'Branch,'2006).''The'debate'surrounding'the'
effectiveness'of'charter'schools'in'improving'school'quality'is'beyond'the'scope'of'this'project.''
However,'understanding'the'dispute'among'academics,'school'leaders'and'other'stakeholders'around'
the'impact'of'charter'schools'frames'the'dynamic'of'opposition'that'is'implicit'between'traditional'
district'and'charter'schools.''This'has,'unsurprisingly,'resulted'in'historically'acrimonious'relationships'
between'school'districts'and'charter'schools.'''
The'charter'school'movement'has'consistently'been'met'with'opposition'from'advocates'for'
traditional'public'schools'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011;'Rofes,'2005).''One'key'concern'for'local'school'districts'
is'that'charter'school'expansion'decreases'enrollment,'and'thus'decreases'funding,'for'traditional'
schools.'As'charter'presence'expands,'the'financial'stress'on'the'district'increases'(Arsen'&'Ni,'2011;'
Rofes,'2005).''Dominic'Slowey,'spokesman'for'the'MA'Charter'Public'School'Association,'explains'that'
historic'tensions'have'meant'that,'“you'wouldn’t'see'districts'on'the'whole'collaborating'with'charters,'
mainly'for'political'reasons.''Districts'saw'charters'as'a'threat,'in'terms'of'reallocation'of'funds'and'
because'they’re'competing'for'the'same'kids”'(Finkel,'2011).''''
Critics'of'charter'schools'also'argue'that'charters'promote'school'segregation'along'many'
measures'because'they'do'not'serve'a'student'body'that'is'representative'of'the'district.''Some'charter'
'
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schools'disproportionally'enroll'highDachieving'students'and'under'enroll'special'education'students,'
EnglishDlanguage'learners,'minority'students'and'lowDincome'students'(Frankenberg,'E.,'SiegelDHawley,'
G.,'Wang,'2010;'Miron'et'al.,'2010).''Helen'Ladd,'a'Sanford'School'professor'and'education'policy'
expert,'explains,'“these'disparities'are'important'because'research'shows'they'can'have'negative'
educational'consequences'for'students”'(Sturgis,'2013).''Schools'that'are'unbalanced'and'
unrepresentative'of'the'district'can'have'significant'impacts'on'students.''A'school'with'a'
disproportionately'high'number'of'AfricanDAmerican,'Latino'or'lowDincome'students'is'more'likely'to'
employ'teachers'with'less'teaching'experience'and'degrees'from'weaker'colleges'(Clotfelter'et'al.,'
2013).'''
Another'concern'of'many'districts'and'community'stakeholders'is'that'unrepresentative'
charter'school'enrollment'is'leading'to'increased'racial'segregation'in'schools.''Research'conducted'at'
Duke’s'Sanford'School'of'Public'Policy'found'that'charter'schools'in'North'Carolina'have'increased'the'
racial'imbalance'in'public'schools'(Clotfelter'et'al.,'2013).''Defining'racial'imbalance'to'mean'that'a'
school'enrolls'fewer'than'20'percent'or'more'than'80'percent'nonwhite'students,'the'Sanford'
researchers'found'that'79'percent'of'NC'charter'school'students'attend'a'racially'imbalanced'school'
compared'to'39'percent'of'traditional'public'school'students'in'racially'imbalanced'schools'(Clotfelter'
et'al.,'2013).''There'are'myriad'reasons'that'public'education'advocates,'families,'and'community'
members'may'be'concerned'about'charter'schools’'role'in'perpetuating'racial'imbalance'in'NC’s'
schools.''For'example,'much'research'points'to'the'negative'longDterm'social'and'professional'
outcomes'that'arise'when'students'do'not'interact'with,'and'learn'from,'students'of'different'
backgrounds'(Frankenberg,'E.,'SiegelDHawley,'G.,'Wang,'2010;'Sturgis,'2013).''
Another'imbalance'often'seen'between'the'student'body'makeups'of'charters'compared'to'
traditional'schools'is'the'number'of'students'served'with'special'education'needs.'Special'education'
students'are'the'most'expensive'to'serve'and'thus,'the'district'experiences'additional'financial'burden'
when'charters'neglect'this'population'(Frankenberg,'E.,'SiegelDHawley,'G.,'Wang,'2010;'Miron'et'al.,'
2010).''As'districts'experience'reductions'in'their'budgets'as'a'result'of'charter'school'expansion,'they'
simultaneously'experience'a'student'body'that'is'more'costly'to'educate.'Though'charter'schools'are'
under'the'same'legal'requirements'as'traditional'schools'to'serve'students'with'special'needs,'some'
charters'still'underserve'this'population'(Frankenberg,'E.,'SiegelDHawley,'G.,'Wang,'2010).'One'reason'
that'charter'schools'may'seek'to'discourage'enrollment'from'special'education'students'is'because'the'
burden'of'special'education'students'can'be'much'greater'for'charter'schools.'They'are'less'likely'than'
the'district'to'be'able'to'share'these'costs'across'schools'and'the'way'the'funds'are'calculated'often'
'
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vastly'underrepresent'the'true'cost'to'the'charter'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).'This'creates'strong'
disincentives'for'charters'to'attract'and'enroll'students'with'special'needs.''As'a'result,'charter'schools'
typically'serve'a'lower'proportion'of'students'with'special'needs'than'do'their'traditional'school'
counterparts'(Sarah'Carr,'2013).'''
The'strong'antiDcharter'sentiment'that'exists'in'many'districts'can'breed'further'animosity'from'
charters'toward'the'district.'Many'charter'leaders'distrust'the'school'district'to'appropriately'allocate'
funds'and'some'suspect'district'leaders'of'“hiding'the'ball”'in'order'to'reduce'the'funds'that'flow'from'
the'district'to'charters'(Chauhan,'D.,'personal'Interview).''A'Durham'public'official'recounted'stories'he'
has'heard'about'charter'leaders'calling'district'schools'to'request'school'visits'in'efforts'to'learn'from'
the'traditional'schools'but'their'calls'are'never'returned'(Cummings,'D.,'personal'Interview).''This'
annecdoate'exemplifies'the'selfDperpetuating'cycle'that'districts'and'charters'can'get'trapped'in'where'
mistrust'and'hostility'breed'more'mistrust'and'hostility.'''
Despite'these'sources'of'longDstanding'animosity,'the'relationships'between'school'districts'
and'charter'schools'are'not'always'purely'acrimonious.'Some'district'and'charter'leaders'around'the'
nation'have'sought'common'ground'and'been'able'to'foster'positive'working'relationships'between'
the'systems'(“Best'Cooperative'Practices,'Charter'&'Traditional'Public'Schools,”'2010).'As'charter'
presence'appears'to'be'solidifying'and'growing'nationwide,'some'district'and'charter'leaders'are'
considering'ways'in'which'collaborative'actions'may'help'them'improve'the'efficiency'of'their'
operations,'increase'the'quality'of'their'services'to'children'and'families,'and'improve'relationships'
between'school'leaders'and'other'stakeholders'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).''
*
METHODS*OF*COLLABORATION*FOR*DISTRICTS*&*CHARTERS*
' While'the'trend'of'districts'and'charters'coming'to'the'table'to'work'together'is'growing,'the'
shift'from'deepDseeded'antagonism'and'distrust'to'mutual'understanding'and'collaboration'is'
enormously'challenging.''District'and'charter'leaders'need'to'acknowledge'the'historic'tensions'that'
will'impact'attempts'at'collaboration.''First,'one'of'the'central'tenants'of'charter'schools'is'that'they'
are'autonomous.''Research'shows'that'collaborative'efforts'have'a'greater'chance'of'success'when'
they'seek'a'balance'between'charter'autonomy'and'accountability'(“Best'Cooperative'Practices,'
Charter'&'Traditional'Public'Schools,”'2010;'Izu,'1999).''Second,'the'historic'tensions'that'exist'
amongst'district'and'charter'leaders'have'fostered'an'environment'of'mistrust.''Easing'these'tensions'
is'one'of'the'goals'of'many'collaborations'but'it'will'also'be'a'challenge'to'overcome.''Third,'most'
charter'schools'have'different'missions'and'organizing'structures'from'other'charters'in'the'district'
'
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and'they'may'not'communicate'with'each'other.''In'Durham'there'is'currently'not'a'formal'organizing'
structure'or'evidence'of'consistent'communication'amongst'the'charters.'Whereas'there'is'central'
leadership'representing'a'district,'it'can'be'challenging'to'communicate'with'all'charters'and'to'
generate'consensus'amongst'them'because'each'charter'is'its'own'autonomous'entity.''It'is'important'
to'remember'that'charters'have'varying'goals'and'decisionDmaking'structures'and'thus'not'all'
collaborative'efforts'will'appeal'to'them'equally.'''
Historically,'collaborations'between'districts'and'local'charters'have'been'centered'on'the'
sharing'of'administrative'services'(Finkel,'2011).''This'has'usually'been'seen'as'a'method'for'
maximizing'economies'of'scale,'rather'than'used'a'method'for'decreasing'hostilities'among'school'and'
district'leaders.''For'example,'districts'hold'longDstanding'relationships'with'area'food'vendors'and'
thus'are'able'to'get'better'deals'for'better'quality'food.''This'is'one'point'of'leverage'that'districts'have'
been'able'to'use'to'foster'cooperative'endeavors'with'charter'schools.'
Collaboration'focused'on'relationship'building'and'sharing'best'practices'is'relatively'new'
(Finkel,'2011).'One'early'example'of'collaborative'action'took'place'in'2004'in'Alameda'County,'
California.''In'response'to'intense'hostility'between'the'district'and'charter'schools,'the'district'
Superintendent'called'for'efforts'to'bring'school'leaders,'teachers,'families'and'other'stakeholders'to'
the'table'to'discuss'the'potential'of'partnership.''This'resulted'in'a'21Dperson'taskforce'that'worked'for'
months'studying'possible'collaborative'actions'and'ultimately'made'a'set'of'recommendations'to'the'
district'and'charter'leaders'(Rofes,'2005).'''
There'are'various'methods,'and'combinations'of'methods,'of'collaboration'that'have'been'
forged'by'district'and'charter'leaders'across'the'country.''Table'1'outlines'examples'of'common'
methods'of'collaborations'that'can'be'found'in'districts'nationwide.''
'
Table!1:!Examples!of!Collaborative!Efforts!Between!Districts!and!Charters!
!
Area!of!
Collaboration!
Collaboration! Details!of!Collaboration!
Sharing'best'
practices'
Advisory'
Council'
District'and'charter'leaders'form'an'advisory'council'that'meets'
regularly'to'improve'relationships'and'communication'between'
schools'and'discuss'common'challenges'and'best'practices.'
'
Example:*'
Hillsborough'County,'FL'has'an'advisory'council'comprised'of'
district'and'charter'leaders.''They'meet'monthly'to'discuss'
challenges'and'draw'on'their'expertise'to'help'each'other'solve'
complex'problems.''The'council’s'mantra'is,'“to'place'the'best'
'
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interests'of'children'ahead'of'political'agendas'or'desires'for'
control'and'autonomy.”'**'
Training'and'
support'
Charter'access'
to'district’s'
service'
contracts'
Charter'schools'can'pay'to'access'services'that'the'district'obtains'
through'thirdDparty'contracts.'''
'
Example:''
In'DC,'charter'schools'join'the'DC'Special'Education'CoDoperative'
to'receive'training'and'consulting'services'for'teachers.'*'
'
In'Alameda,'CA'the'district'increased'their'revenue'from'charters'
by'offering'payDfor'services'such'as'grant'applications,'
background'checks,'payroll,'insurance,'custodial'and'landscaping,'
and'professional'development.'***'
Financing'
special'
education'
Risk'pools' A'charter'school'can'pay'into'a'risk'pool'and'draw'out'of'it'when'
a'student'with'high'needs'enrolls'in'the'school.'*''
'
Financing'
special'
education'&'
ELL'
Lobbying' A'district'and'charters'work'together'to'advocate'for'legislation'
changes'to'the'way'that'the'state'allocates'funds'to'charters'for'
special'education'and'ELL'students.'''
'
Example:*'
A'taskforce'in'Alameda,'CA'charged'with'tackling'challenges'
facing'the'district'and'charters'made'a'recommendation'that'the'
state'division'of'charter'schools'augment'the'level'of'financing'to'
charter'schools'that'serve'highDneeds'students,'especially'ELL'and'
SPED.'***'
Enrollment'
predictions'
Required'
enrollment'
notification'
Charters'agree'to'notify'the'district'of'predicted'enrollment'by'a'
certain'date,'in'order'to'help'districts'plan'for'the'financial'and'
planning'ramifications'of'enrollment'changes.'
'
Example:*'
A'taskforce'in'Alameda,'CA'charged'with'tackling'challenges'
facing'the'district'and'charters'created'a'requirement'for'charters'
to'provide'an'estimate'of'the'next'year’s'enrollment'and'ADA'
ramifications'(financial'allocations'based'on'the'Americans'with'
Disabilities'Act)'to'affected'districts'by'January'31st'of'each'
year.***'
Data'systems' Shared'data'
access'and'
strategy'
Districts'can'grant'charters'access'to'data'systems.''The'district'
and'charters'work'together'to'share'best'practices'around'data'
use,'form'new'strategies'of'data'use'or'develop'new'dataDdriven'
tools'that'can'be'used'across'all'schools.'
'
Example:*'
The'Arizona'Charter'School'Association'collaborated'with'The'
Arizona'Department'of'Education'to'use'state'data'in'the'
development'of'common'measures'of'school'quality,'including'a'
valueDadded'measure'of'student'level'growth.'**'
'
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SemiD
autonomous'
networks'of'
schools'
Portfolio'school'
districts'
In'portfolio'school'districts,'the'district'manages'a'portfolio'of'
diverse'schools'that'can'be'provided'in'different'ways,'from'
traditional'district'operations'to'charter'school'operators'to'
nonprofit'organization.''This'model'shifts'administrative'decision'
making'to'the'school'level'and'retains'accountability'for'
outcomes'at'the'central'district'level.''This'model'utilizes'school'
choice'and'closure'policies'to'redirect'resources'from'lowD
performing'schools'to'highDperforming'schools.'****'
*(Lake'&'Gross,'2011)'
**(“Best'Cooperative'Practices,'Charter'&'Traditional'Public'Schools,”'2010)'
***'(Rofes,'2005)'
****(Lake'&'Gross,'2011;'Nadelstern,'2012)'
'
' These'collaborations'have'been'initiated'at'the'district'and'state'level'nationwide.''However,'
influences'from'thirdDparty'actors'such'as'The'Gates'Foundation'and'the'Department'of'Education’s'
Race'to'the'Top'grants'have'made'a'push'to'broaden'the'scope'of'charter'presence'and'collaboration'
with'districts.''
*
DistrictMCharter*Collaboration*Compacts*
DistrictDCharter'Collaboration'Compacts,'spearheaded'by'The'Gates'Foundation,'is'the'most'
high'profile'and'widespread'effort'to'foster'collaborations'between'districts'and'charter'schools.''The'
Gates'Foundation’s'DistrictDCharter'Collaboration'Compact'Initiative'was'launched'in'2010'to'bring'
together'district'and'charter'leaders'seeking'a'“common'ground'rather'than'a'battleground”'(Nelson,'
Yatsko,'&'Lake,'2013).''DistrictDcharter'collaboration'compacts'are'formal'public'agreements'that'are'
crafted'and'signed'by'superintendents'and'charter'school'leaders'to'establish'commitment'to'
collaboration'on'myriad'issues'that'affect'the'school'systems'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).''The'districts'that'
sign'on'to'these'compacts'agree'to'five'key'principles:'(1)'district'and'charter'schools'have'a'collective'
obligation'to'all'students;'(2)'charter'schools'need'to'support'the'success'of'district'schools'and'vice'
versa;'(3)'students'should'have'access'to'equitable'resources;'(4)'district'schools'and'public'charter'
schools'must'be'equally'accountable'for'student'performance;'(5)'leaders'will'expand'or'replicate'highD
performing'schools(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).''Since'its'inception'three'years'ago,'16'districts'have'signed'
compacts,'bolstered'by'$100,000'grants'to'support'their'efforts'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).''The'premise'
behind'these'grants'is'that'charters'will'gain'greater'equity'in'funding'and'district'support'for'services'
such'as'transportation'or'professional'development'(Hess,'2010).'
'
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While'there'was'variation'across'the'compacts'in'their'scope'and'goals,'there'were'several'
common'methods'of'collaboration'that'were'included'in'compacts.''Table'2,'outlines'the'most'
common'collaborative'efforts'pursued'in'compacts'and'their'success'to'date'in'gaining'traction.'
!
Table!2:!What!leaders!agreed!to!in!Compacts!
Topic! Typical!Compact!Agreement! Number!of!
cities!that!
made!
agreement!
Number!of!
cities!that!
made!progress!
on!agreement!
HighDperforming'
schools''
Help'the'most'effective'schools'expand'
and'replicate;'commit'to'locating'new'
schools'in'the'highestDneed'areas.'
15' 11'
Resource'&'
facilities'access'
Ensure'equitable'distribution'of'public'
school'resources;'ensure'access'to'
facilities'for'public'charter'schools.'
15' 6'
Economies'of'
scale'
Enhance'efficiencies'through'shared'
services'contract.'
15' 3'
Special'
education'
Charter'schools'commit'to'ensure'
transparency'regarding'student'
demographics'and'to'recruit'and'retain'
comparable'percentages'of'students.'
14' 5'
Instructional'
practices'
Actively'share'best'practices'to'scale'up'
successful'programs'and'build'capacity'
to'serve'all'students.'
14' 5'
Human'capital' Make'joint'efforts'in'the'recruitment,'
retention,'and'development'of'teachers'
and'school'leaders.'
13' Not'reported'
LowDperforming'
schools'
Work'to'close,'reconstitute,'or'by'other'
means'immediately'address'persistently'
lowDperforming'schools.'
13' 4'
Accountability'
systems'
Commit'to'a'common'school'
accountability'framework'in'which'all'
schools'will'participate.'
10' 3'
Enrollment'
systems'
Implement'a'common'and'coordinate'
choice'enrollment'system.'
8' 4'
(Nelson'et'al.,'2013)'
''
Cities'have'experienced'varied'success'in'pursuing'different'aspects'of'their'compact'initiatives.''
A'2013'analysis'of'the'impact'of'these'collaboration'compacts'on'the'participating'districts'found'that'
all'cities'made'progress'in'relationship'building'and'focusing'conversations'on'mutual'problem'solving'
(Nelson'et'al.,'2013).''
'
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' Challenges'in'progress'on'compact'goals'arose'in'several'cities'for'different'reasons.''One'
common'challenge'is'transition'in'leadership.''When'a'district'or'school'leader'who'is'currently'
working'on,'or'has'already'signed,'a'compact'is'replaced'there'can'be'enormous'challenges'in'getting'
the'buyDin'and'cooperation'of'the'new'leader.'
*
INCENTIVES*&*DISINCENTIVES*IN*FORGING*COLLABORATIONS*
There'are'various'incentives'and'disincentives'for'both'district'and'charter'leaders'when'
considering'various'methods'of'collaboration.''Both'the'district'and'charters'could'value'the'lessening'
of'hostilities'that'exist'between'them'and'appreciate'opportunities'to'learn'from'each'other’s'areas'of'
strength'and'innovation.'At'the'same'time,'both'players'will'also'have'to'make'concessions'and'
compromises'that'may'be'difficult'to'reconcile.''''
Recognizing'that'charters'are'going'to'have'a'lasting'presence,'district'leaders'may'see'
collaborations'as'a'way'to'pursue'potential'benefits'within'the'reality'of'charter'presence.'''Districts'
may'be'compelled'to'seek'collaborations'in'order'to'ease'hostile'relationships'that'exist'with'area'
charter'schools.''Districts'could'also'seek'collaborations'in'order'to'persuade'charters'to'commit'to'
serving'more'highDneed'students,'such'as'specialDeducation'students.''Collaborative'efforts'could'also'
bring'greater'transparency'and'accountability'to'charter'schools.''Greater'flow'of'information'between'
the'district'and'charters'could'help'stabilize'financial'management'and'operations'by'helping'the'
district'better'predict'enrollment'and'funding'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).'''
Charter'schools'may'see'benefits'from'easing'tensions'and'opposition'posed'by'the'district.'In'
places'where'some'sectors'of'the'community'perceive'charters'as'antagonistic'to'the'district'or'
neglectful'of'highDneeds'populations,'it'could'be'in'the'best'interest'of'the'charter'to'build'goodwill'
among'policymakers'by'engaging'with'the'district.''Additionally,'charter'viability'depends'on'stable'and'
equitable'financing.''Through'collaborations,'charter'schools'may'seek'access'to'public'facilities'and'to'
public'resources'for'which'the'school'district'is'a'gatekeeper'such'as'bond'funds'and'mill'levies'(Lake'&'
Gross,'2011).''Charters'may'also'be'able'to'work'with'districts'to'lobby'for'legislative'changes'in'how'
funds'are'allocated'to'charters'for'highDneeds'students.''Collaborations'could'also'be'key'to'making'
processes'such'as'bulk'purchasing,'data'collection'and'information'systems'and'resources'for'special'
education'students'and'ELL'students'more'efficient'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).'
Because'of'historic'tensions'in'the'community,'the'prospect'of'engaging'with'charters'can'be'a'
politically'daunting'task'for'district'leaders.''The'exercise'of'forging'collaborations'with'charters'
requires'districts'to'reimagine'traditional'practices'around'things'such'as'operations'and'resources'
'
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(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).''There'may'be'disincentives'for'the'district'to'invest'resources'and'political'
capital'into'promoting'collaborative'efforts'with'charters'if'the'charters'are'seen'as'unwilling'to'
consider'concessions'and'compromise.'''
The'clearest'drawback'for'charter'schools'in'considering'collaborations'with'districts'is'that'
acting'within'the'system,'and'possibly'making'concessions'of'autonomy,'run'counter'to'the'premise'
and'driving'philosophy'of'charters.''One'of'the'central'tenants'of'charter'schools'is'that'their'
autonomy'allows'them'room'for'innovation'by'freeing'them'from'them'bureaucratic'hierarchy'of'the'
traditional'school'district'(Lake'&'Gross,'2011).'
'
CLIMATE*FOR*SUCCESSFUL*COLLABOARTIONS*
' Every'school'district'is'unique'in'its'leadership,'charter'presence,'charter'regulations'and'
accountability,'political'climate,'and'myriad'other'factors'that'impact'the'feasibility'of'districtDcharter'
collaborations.''No'two'districts'have'the'same'needs'or'challenges'when'considering'collaborative'
efforts'with'charters.''However,'we'can'look'to'examples'around'the'country'of'how'districts'have'
seized,'or'created,'windows'of'opportunity'in'order'to'pursue'opportunities'to'strengthen'all'schools'
by'shifting'from'a'perspective'of'charters'as'adversaries'to'one'of'charters'as'partners.'''
' The'Gates'funded'DistrictDCharter'Collaboration'Compacts'have'emerged'in'widely'varied'
districts'across'the'nation.''While'the'nature'of'the'compacts'varies'across'the'cities,'there'are'some'
common'factors'that'increase'the'likelihood'of'successful'partnership.'Compacts'cities'tend'to'have'
the'following'traits'(Nelson'et'al.,'2013):'
! Mayoral!control.''The'more'control'mayors'have'in'appointing'school'board'appears'to'
make'a'successful'compact'more'likely.'
! Charter!schools!are!their!own!LEA.!!When'charter'schools'act'as'their'own'LEA'independent'
from'the'district'the'school'leaders'feel'more'empowered'as'equal'partners.'
! NonGdistrict!charter!authorizers.''In'11'of'the'16'compact'cities,'nonDdistrict'bodies'served'
as'the'exclusive'or'additional'authorizers.'This'additionally'makes'charters'feel'more'
empowered'as'equal'partners'in'collaboration'when'the'district'is'not'the'sole'authorizer.''
*
TAKEAWAYS*FROM*PARTNERSHIPS*OUTSIDE*OF*EDUCATION*
' In'considering'innovative'paths'of'partnership'that'could'form'between'school'districts'and'
charter'schools,'it'is'useful'to'examine'the'trends'of'partnerships'that'have'emerged'between'actors'in'
other'fields'of'service'delivery.''The'experiences'of'publicDprivate'partnerships'(PPPs),'defined'here'as,'
'
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“working'arrangements'based'on'a'mutual'commitment'between'a'public'sector'organization'with'any'
organization'outside'of'the'public'sector”'(Bovaird,'2004),'reflect'some'of'the'same'common'tensions'
and'challenges'that'exist'between'school'districts'and'charter'schools.''Literature'on'PPPs'discusses'
how'blending'service'delivery'across'agencies'can'meet'the'diverse'needs'of'clients'(Bovaird,'2004).'
There'is'room'to'draw'some'parallels'from'this'literature'to'the'diverse'needs'that'schools'are'called'
on'to'meet.''Though'charter'schools'are'not'private'entities,'they'do'reflect'some'of'the'traits'of'
private'groups'because'the'regulations'and'bureaucracies'that'characterize'traditional'school'districts'
largely'unburden'charters.''In'many'ways,'public'education'is'a'completely'unique'entity'for'which'
there'is'no'other'industry'that'perfectly'reflects'its'drivers'and'complexity.''However,'some'of'the'
takeaways'from'PPPs'can'help'us'understand'drivers'of'successful'collaborations.''
' The'rationale'for'PPPs'very'closely'mimics'the'arguments'made'in'the'proDcharter'movement.''
The'literature'on'strategic'management'argues'that'PPPs'can'improve'an'industry'in'three'ways:'(1)'
provide'economies'of'scale'in'obtaining'services'or'pursuing'activities;'(2)'provide'economies'of'scope'
in'obtaining'services'or'pursuing'activities;'(3)'provide'opportunities'for'mutual'learning'between'
agencies'(Bovaird,'2004).''These'rationales'for'PPPs'closely'reflect'the'most'common'arguments'made'
for'charter'schools.'Table'4'outlines'the'different'forms'that'PPPs'can'take,'depending'on'their'intent'
and'context,'and'draws'connections'to'how'these'partnerships'may'look'in'the'context'of'districtD
charter'collaborations.''
'
Table!3:!Types!of!publicGprivate!partnerships!and!their!correlation!to!districtGcharter!collaborations!!
Type!of!
Partnership*!
Definition!of!partnership*! Example!of!partnership!in!districtGcharter!
collaboration!
Sectoral'basis' Partnerships'with'third'
sector'organizations'and/or'
private'business'
District'and'charters'form'a'consortium'of'thirdD
party'contractors'that'put'forth'bids'to'provide'
school'services'(e.g.,'professional'development)'
Relationship'
basis'
Loose'network,'
collaborative,'powerD
sharing,'contractual'
District'and'charter'leaders'form'a'professional'
working'group'that'meets'regularly'to'share'
challenges'and'best'practices'
Economic'
basis'
SupplyDside,'demandDside'or'
mixed'partnerships'
District'and'charters'jointly'contract'services'such'
as'janitorial'
Policy'area' Policy'objectives'of'
partnerships'
District'and'charter'leaders'join'forces'to'lobby'for'
legislative'changes'in'SPED'funding'allocations.'
*(Bovaird,'2004)'
'
' The'rising'use'of'publicDprivate'delivery'of'city'services'across'the'US'provides'an'example'of'
public'managers'recognizing'the'benefits'this'provides'related'to'efficiency,'market'management'and'
satisfaction'of'service'recipients'(the'public)'(Warner'&'Hefetz,'2007).''Mixed'delivery'of'public'services'
'
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reflects'the'dynamic'of'traditional'districtDrun'schools'and'charter'schools'providing'the'same'service'
(education)'within'a'geographic'area.'Some'researchers'have'found'that'mixed'delivery'is'an'efficient'
method'of'service'delivery'because'it'promotes'competition'by'using'the'private'sector'as'a'
benchmark'for'the'bureaucratic'system'(Warner'&'Hefetz,'2007).''Mixed'delivery'minimizes'
redundancies'in'order'to'avoid'outcomes'that'can'persist'when'one'entity'has'monopolistic'control'
over'the'delivery'of'service.'In'theory,'this'can'keeps'prices'of'service'delivery'low'and'provide'failsafe'
delivery'in'the'event'that'one'of'the'entities'fails'(Warner'&'Hefetz,'2007).'''Given'the'limit'of'
academic'research'on'districtDcharter'collaborations,'this'literature'on'PPPs'enhances'our'
understanding'of'the'potential'outcomes'of'partnerships.''These'principles'of'PPPs'reinforce'
justifications'for'many'collaborative'partnerships'between'a'school'district'and'charter'schools.'''
!
GAPS*IN*THE*LITERATURE*AND*EVIDENCE*
! There'is'relatively'little'academic'literature'on'the'topic'of'collaborations'between'school'
districts'and'charter'schools.''
At'the'root'of'every'decision'districts'and'charters'make'is'the'consideration'of'what'will'have'
the'greatest'positive'impact'on'student'learning'and'other'student'outcomes.''There'have'not'been'
studies'done'on'how'collaborations'between'these'groups'actually'impact'student'outcomes.'''
! There'is'also'not'research,'that'I'could'locate,'that'assesses'how'district'and'state'structures'
and'regulations'affect'how'districts'and'charters'interact.''There'is'wide'variety'across'states'in'how'
districts'are'organized,'schools'are'held'accountable'and'charters'are'authorized.'These'variations'have'
a'profound'impact'on'district'and'charter’s'incentives'and'ability'to'forge'collaborations.''In'interviews'
that'I'conduct'for'this'project,'I'will'ask'district'and'charter'leaders'and'stakeholders'who'have'been'
involved'in'collaborations'how'these'elements'of'district'structure'affected'their'actions.'
! !
'
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Appendix!4:!History!of!charter!schools!in!North!Carolina'
'
Charter'schools'were'first'introduced'to'North'Carolina'in'the'1996'Charter'Schools'Act,'five'
years'after'the'nation’s'first'charter'school'legislation'was'enacted'in'Minnesota'30,31.''The'North'
Carolina'Charter'Schools'Act'was'sponsored'by'Senator'Wib'Gulley'(DDDemocrat)'and'Representative'
Steve'Wood'(RDGuildford);'this'legislation'permitted'any'person,'group'or'nonDprofit'organization'to'
propose'a'charter'school'but'it'capped'the'total'number'of'charter'schools'that'could'be'operating'in'
the'state'at'a'time'at'100'32.'
The'state’s'charter'school'legislation'was'made'possible'by'new'Republican'leadership'in'the'
state.'At'the'time,'the'state'had'its'first'RepublicanDled'house'since'the'Civil'War'33,34.''The'new'
Republican'leadership’s'education'agenda'included'school'vouchers,'tax'credits'and'charter'schools'
33,34.''In'order'to'appease'Democrats'and'secure'the'biDpartisan'support'needed'to'pass'both'
chambers,'the'Charter'Schools'Act'placed'a'cap'of'100'charter'schools'for'the'state'33.''One'year'after'
the'law'passed'there'were'27'charter'schools'operating'in'the'state'and'by'2001'the'state'had'reached'
its'cap'of'100'charter'schools'32.'''
In'2011,'a'new'RepublicanDmajority'legislature'with'a'schoolDchoice'agenda'removed'the'
charter'school'cap,'ushering'in'an'unprecedented'rise'in'charter'school'applications'and'expansion'for'
the'state'21,35.''Statewide,'there'are'currently'127'charter'schools'serving'approximately'50,000'
students'31,35.'The'state'has'experienced'a'steady'increase'in'the'number'of'students'served'by'charter'
schools,'a'trend'that'is'expected'to'continue'in'the'coming'years.'
'
Figure'1:'Total'Number'of'North'Carolina'Students'Attending'Charter'Schools'
'
Source:'NAPCS'Dashboard'D'Total'Number'of'Students'D'North'Carolina'D'2012D2013.'
'
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Though'there'are'many'charter'school'opponents'in'the'state,'school'choice'enjoys'a'highly'
sympathetic'political'atmosphere'among'the'current'conservative'General'Assembly.'Extensive'waiting'
lists'at'charter'schools'37'also'suggest'that'parent'appetite'for'school'choice'is'high.'The'lift'of'the'cap'
on'charter'schools'introduces'the'reality'that'North'Carolina'will'experience'unprecedented'charter'
school'growth'in'the'coming'years.'The'North'Carolina'Department'of'Public'Instruction'(DPI)'received'
more'than'170'letters'of'intent'for'new'charter'schools'for'the'2014D15'school'year'35.'Of'those'
applicants,'twentyDsix'new'charter'schools'have'been'approved'to'open'in'fall'of'2014'38.''
' Charter'school'accountability'and'closure'policies'vary'by'state.'Some'noteworthy'
characteristics'of'North'Carolina’s'charter'school'laws'include:'no'caps'on'the'number'of'charters'in'
the'state;'a'variety'of'public'charter'schools'allowed,'the'state'as'the'sole'charter'authorizer,'fiscally'
and'legally'autonomous'schools'with'independent'public'charter'school'boards,'and'automatic'
exemptions'for'charters'from'many'state'and'district'laws'and'regulations'39.'In'a'2014'report'The'
National'Alliance'of'Charter'Schools,'an'organization'that'promotes'the'growth'of'charter'schools,'
ranked'North'Carolina’s'charter'laws'19th'out'of'the'43'states'that'permit'charter'schools.'However,'
many'charter'school'opponents'in'North'Carolina'argue'that'the'state'has'especially'weak'charter'
school'accountability'and'that'this'allows'for'lowDperforming'charter'schools'to'persist.'Since'1997,'47'
charter'schools'in'the'state'have'closed'38.'However,'only'one'charter'school'has'ever'been'closed'for'
poor'academic'performance;'every'other'closure'was'due'to'financial'problems'or'governance'issues.''
Charter'Schools'in'North'Carolina'enroll'students'based'on'a'lottery'system'of'students'deemed'
eligible'to'apply.''The'charter'school'is'able'to'define'who'is'eligible'to'apply'and'can'limit'the'
enrollment'by'student'ability'40.''Thus,'charter'schools'often'are'not'demographically'representative'of'
their'neighborhood'41.''In'the'2010D2011'schools'year,'approximately'55%'of'students'in'traditional'
public'schools'were'economically'disadvantaged,'compared'to'approximately'30%'economically'
disadvantaged'students'being'served'by'charter'schools'40.'Additionally,'many'charter'schools'
dramatically'underserve'lowDincome'students;'oneDthird'of'charters'in'2010D2011'served'less'than'10%'
economically'disadvantaged'students'40.''
The'debate'of'school'choice'has'reached'a'fever'pitch'in'the'state.'The'new'Republican'
leadership'in'North'Carolina'has'ushered'in'dramatic'changes'to'charter'school'regulations'that'will'be'
felt'across'the'state.'Now,'with'the'prospect'of'unprecedented'charter'school'growth'on'the'horizon,'
issues'that'have'long'concerned'charter'school'opponents'and'skeptics'embody'a'new'sense'of'
urgency'that'is'driving'a'tense'debate'statewide.'There'is'no'evidence'that'charter'school'presence'in'
North'Carolina'will'lessen'in'the'coming'years.'Public'education'decision'makers'and'advocates'in'the'
'
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state'are'shifting'their'focus'away'from'whether'or'not'charter'schools'will'exist'and'toward'a'focus'on'
how'changes'to'charter'schools'laws,'accountability'and'culture'can'foster'highDquality'and'equitably'
distributed'educational'opportunities'for'North'Carolina’s'students.''
'
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